
Comet R.O.G. Additional Drawings & Tips 

Here is a Compilation of Drawings and Tips
 to Help You Build a Winning Comet R.O.G. 

The HAFFA or The Heart of America Free Flight Association Rules now allow a Saddle 
to be used instead of the original Wing Mount Design. See the document “Comet 
R.O.G. Supplemental Drawing” that features the Saddle and a True Sized Drawing of 
the Landing Gear for the Comet R.O.G. Also included on that drawing is a valuable tip 
for bending the LG wire accurately. The landing gear is made of 1/32' piano wire.

Comet R.O.G. Wheels
A good way to make strong lightweight wheels for your Comet R.O.G. Is to glue two 
layers of 1/32” balsa Cross-Grained. Use this drawing to accomplish this. Rubber 
cement or simply Scotch tape the drawing of the squares to a 3” wide x 1/32” thick 

strip of balsa. Poke pin holes into the 
paper and through the balsa 

where the center dots are 
for both wheels. Now cut 
through the paper and by 
using the lines, cut out the 
4 squares. Take the top 
squares and rotate them 90 
degrees to make them 
crossed grained to the 
bottom ones. Glue them as 
shown with Duco cement or 
Elmer's white or clear glue. 

When dry, carefully cut out the circles and sand with fine sandpaper to finish.  I like 
to round them out a bit like a Ritz Cracker. The drawing of my finished wheel in fig. 1 
doesn't look very round, but you get the idea. Because it is cross grained, the wheels 
are less likely to snap in half during landings. 

The pinholes you punched should be in the exact center of the wheels. I like to ream 
out the holes to the required diameter, just over 1/32” using a pointed rat-tailed file 
using the LG wire as a guide.  By the way, a nice set of small files can be bought at 
Harbor Freight with a lifetime return policy of any file that goes South. Nice.

A drop of thin CA in the hole will strengthen it. Don't over do it. Now spritz it with CA 
accelerator. If you've filed the hole too big, put some Duco Cement in the hole and let
it dry. Next time it should be tighter on the wire. Work with it but be sure not to glue 
it to the shaft. They need to turn freely. Paint the tires if you so desire. Good Luck!
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The Comet R.O.G. drawing does not address how to cut ribs for the R.O.G., so I am 
presenting a Rib Template for this purpose. Aiding me is the addition of an illustration 
that shows one how to do this. It is now shamelessly reprinted from a drawing for a 
P-24 Condor Indoor Model Aircraft—which incidentally was the first Indoor Model 
Aircraft I ever built. My sincere gratitude goes to the Draftsman/Creator of the P-24 
Drawing, Don Mace. 

Although it was drawn in 1987, much of 
the information contained in his drawing 
is still pertinent for building and flying the 
Comet R.O.G., as well as for others.

Use 1/16” stiff C grain balsa for the ribs. 
The drawing calls out for 1/16” deep ribs
but I cut mine 3/32” wide for my R.O.G.

Make more ribs than what you need, then sort them in pairs, placing the increasingly 
thinner ribs progressively outward as you work, ending with the thinnest pair at the 
tips.

Attaching Wing Saddle to Wings
Use a mixture of 1 part Duco Cement and 1 part Acetone. Place in a needle-nosed 
plastic bottle available at Hobby Lobby. Assemble Saddle. The Comet R.O.G. Drwg. 
has a dotted line to the right of the middle rib. This dotted line represents the top 
piece of the wing saddle. The saddle simply glues to the right side of the middle rib. 

Apply Acetone with a needle nosed plastic bottle to loosen the front and back joints 
of the middle rib. Apply the Duco Cement mixture to the right side of the middle rib 
and left side of the the top piece of saddle. Press together. With joints loosened, align
the saddle so that it appears to hang straight down from the wings. Glue well. Let dry.

Parts making tip: Use scotch tape to make small gussets at the front and back of wing
saddle joints shown in the Supplemental Drawing. Apply tape over the area you want 
the gussets, and using a sharp pencil sharpened with sandpaper, draw the gussets 
using a ruler for measuring the triangle sides. Transfer the tape to balsa sheet to cut. 
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The rest of this document consists of copies of various drawings gleaned from the P-24
“Condor” drawing that Don Mace drew up back in July of 1987. I hope this information
is as helpful to you as it was when I was very new to the hobby. Some of it doesn't 
apply directly to the Comet R.O.G., but much of it does as well as to other indoor 
aircraft you may desire to build in the future. 

I find his trimming “ADJUSTMENTS” drawing helpful even to this day.

“MOUNTING STABILIZER”—The side that's higher will make plane turn in that direction.


